Monster High doll's boots

Boots on Draculaura

These instructions were made for printing on A4 size paper, but you should get correct result on Letter size
paper also, if you do not resize the pages during printing (there should be a resize option somewhere in the
Print dialog, make sure it is not selected).
Pattern
Below are the patterns for upper and sole. The uppers are identical. Flip the sole pattern to cut the pieces for
the left foot.
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Instructions
1.
Cut the uppers, fold them the right side inside and sew the
back seams. You may have to adjust the position of the seam,
depending on how stretchy fabric you are using and how tight
you want the boots to be. Turn the uppers, so the right side is
outside.
Cut 2 right soles from cardboard and glue them together, using
the doll's foot to get the correct shape. Repeat with the left
sole. Cut the leather insoles and glue on top of the cardboard
soles.
2.
Put the uppers on the doll's feet. Put the soles in place and glue
the edges of the uppers under the soles, trimming away any
extra fabric. Pull the fabric tight while gluing, but make sure
you do not stretch it (it needs to be able to stretch when you
put the boots on the dolls feet).

3.
Make the heels out of wood or other suitable material. The
photo shows just one option. If you use wood, you can saw the
upper part of the heel to 45 degree angle using a mitre box.

4.
Use the same fabric to cover the heels. The fabric will be easier
to handle, if you treat it with sealer before doing this (it won't
stretch and the glue won't seep through).

5.
Glue pieces of leather on the bottom of the heels. Glue the
heels in place. Glue pieces of leather as outer soles (use the
sole pattern to cut these).
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